
DRIVING PROFITABILITY 
& SUCCESS.
Partnerships forged with experience, integrity and data. 
Contact us today to discover your email marketing potential.



DELIVERABILITY.
Our number one priority is maximizing our client’s 
deliverability (and profitability) with every send.

What Sets Us Apart —

At Quantum Digital Marketing (QDM), our relationship with our ESP is paramount to 
ensuring consistent and reliable deliverability. We have worked with the same ESP 
since 2015 and hold weekly calls with their director of deliverability to discuss 
in-boxing strategies. We also host quarterly meetings with the CEO and SVP 
of business development to ensure continued success for all parties.

When QDM started 2015, we sent 5M records/month. Now, we send 570M 
records/month and continue to scale at pace.

Our in-house design team creates custom branded templates focused on 
increasing conversions (while following client brand guidelines).

All email campaigns and creatives are tested and tracked using 250ok (which is 
used by brands like Adobe, Marketo, Pinterest and more).

With this insight, we reduce unsubscribe rates, maintain healthy IP addresses, 
protect against fraud and increase engagement.

We’ve partnered with an industry-leading email deliverability consulting firm to 
assist with MTA management, IP warming and domain reputation management. 
QDM works with the consulting firm and ESP deliverability teams together on 
strategic growth.

Scalability

Custom Designs

In-Depth Testing & Analytics

Multi-Level Partnerships



CONVERSION.
QDM is dedicated to optimizing campaigns to 
increase conversions.

What Sets Us Apart —

By optimizing subject lines, segmentation, frequency, send times and 
messaging, each client receives a unique approach dictated by their data set.
 
To test our CRO strategies, we conduct A/B split tests with all data sets and seed 
every campaign. This gives us invaluable insight into how our campaigns are 
performing so we can continually adjust and improve.

Average delivery rate across all domains: 97.79%
Average complaint rate across all domains: .05%

Gmail requires a comprehensive (and client-specific) sending schedule. We have 
mastered in-boxing Gmail despite the separate set of rules regarding ramp up and 
domain reputation.

By utilizing the customer’s signup URL for the DKIM, sending and from domains, 
we increase deliverability and earn each subscribers’ trust.

High Deliverability Rates & Low Complaint Rates

We Inbox Gmail

We validate and clean every data point we receive — That means flagging 
for spam traps, honey pots and more before data is mailed to ensure the 
highest conversion rates and revenue, while reducing overall bounce and 
compliant rates.

We run offer-specific suppression prior to every single send which reduces 
complaints and duping.

High-Quality Validation & Hygiene

All data we receive is verified 1st party opt-in — This is stated in the privacy 
policy at lead capture, which allows QDM to mail on their behalf.

 Well-versed in GDPR and CCPA compliance.

We provide clients insight on everything. Our success is your success and we 
want to share all of it with you.

Contact us at:
info@quantumdigitalmarketing.com

Meticulous Compliant Regulation

100% Transparency


